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a b s t r a c t
Summation is a basic operation in scientific computing; furthermore division-free
arithmetic computations can be boiled down to summation.We propose a new summation
algorithm, which consists of double-precision floating-point operations and outputs the
error-free sums. The computational time is proportional to the condition number of the
problem, is low according to both our estimates and extensive experiments, and further
decreases for producing faithful rounding of the sum, rather than its error-free value.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Summation is a basic operation in scientific computing. It has been extensively studied, e.g., in [1–4], which contain
extensive bibliography. See excellent surveys in [1,2]. The paper [5] expresses products via sums, and so division-free
arithmetic computations boil down to summation. Approximation of reciprocals and error analysis can extend this domain
to approximate rational computations.
Some of the most effective summation algorithms simulate multi-precision arithmetic by using double-precision
computations and thus employing the high power of numerical computations (see [4,6–8], and the references therein). We
follow this line, together with the implied challenge for avoiding the bad affect of rounding errors without slowing down
the computations. The problem is particularly acute in the important case where the sum nearly vanishes, that is, where its
absolute value is much smaller than that of some of the summands. We overcome the problem based on the technique of
real modular reduction from [9] (cf. also [10]).
Our new summation algorithm consists almost entirely of floating-point additions in working precision (e.g., the IEEE
standard double precision) and avoids roundings, comparisons, branchings and other special operations commonly used
for floating-point simulation of multi-precision summation. The running time of our algorithm is low according to both our
estimates and extensive tests. As is commonly desired but not always achieved, it is proportional to the logarithm of the
condition number of the summation problem.
We focus on the novel features of the approach but also cover the techniques in [9], which remain unnoticed so far.
By including other known techniques and observations, one can further ameliorate our algorithm and enhance its power.
E.g., we present our algorithms and their cost estimates for the error-free summation, but we can stop the computations
earlier and respectively decrease their cost if we just need to yield faithful rounding of the sum, i.e. its rounding to a nearest
floating-point value.
We have extensively tested ourmain Algorithm 5.1, particularly for nearly vanishing sums. It has never failed, has always
produced the correct answer, and was proved effective in application to computing determinants in [11]. The code for our
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algorithm is due to all coauthors. Otherwise the present paper, togetherwith all its errors and typos, is the sole responsibility
of the first author. The work was earlier covered in the technical reports [12] andmore briefly in the proceedings paper [13].
We organize our presentation as follows. After some preliminaries in the next section,we present a summation algorithm
that combines the known floating-point summations and the symbolic technique of real modular reduction (see Section 3).
In Sections 4–6 we cover two numerical variations of this algorithm based on Dekker’s splitting in [5]. In Section 7 we
estimate the arithmetic cost of our summation and point out a heuristic recipe for saving the memory space.
Historically our motivation has come from the recent techniques of additive preconditioning and aggregation in [13–15]
and the references therein, where one had to operate with the sums s1 + · · · + sh that are nonzero but nearly vanish versus
maxj |sj|. Moreover, in some cases we needed to compute such sums error-free.
2. Preliminaries and the background
Assume the IEEE standard representation of floating-point number as σ2ef . Here σ is equal to −1 or one and e is an
integer in a fixed range [1− r, r] for a fixed natural r . f is either zero or a binary number in the range [0.5, 1) represented
with p+1 bits. In particular r = 127 and p = 23 for the single-precision IEEE standard floating-point numbers and r = 1023
and p = 52 for the double-precision IEEE standard floating-point numbers. The leftmost bit is fixed to equal one.
We write  = 1/2p+1, s = s1 + · · · + sh, s+ = |s1| + · · · + |sh|, and s∗ = fl(s1 + · · · + sh) assuming that the sum s is
computed by some customary floating-point summation algorithms [1], for which
|s∗ − s| ≤ δs = cs+ (2.1)
for a constant c < 2 (actually for c close to one).
In the case where |s|  s+ the latter error bound can be too large, but it is always sufficient to compute the sum swithin
the error bound f |s| for f < 1/2 because (see Section 6) this can be readily extended to computing the sum swith any fixed
precision, which allows error-free output if s has finite precision. For this task one generally needs other operations besides
the floating-point additions, but we minimize and simplify their use.
3. Solution with real modular reduction
We first describe our algorithm by using the real modular reduction from [9,10]. This symbolic technique may be of
independent value. Namely, for real s and t 6= 0, we write s mod t to denote a unique real q such that t divides s− q, |q| is
minimum, and q 6= t/2, so that (t/2) mod t = −t/2. We have the following simple fact.
Fact 3.1. For three real numbers a, b, and t 6= 0, we have
(a mod t)(rop)(b mod t) mod t = (a(rop)b) mod t
where (rop) denotes any ring operation, that is addition, subtraction, or multiplication.
Now, suppose the floating-point summation of h summands s1, . . . , sh has been performed with the precision of p + 1
bits for h 2p+1 and has output an approximation s∗ to the sum swithin an error bound δs ≥ |s∗|/2. Clearly, this can only
occur where |s∗|  maxj |sj|. Now we can reduce the summands modulo 2d for
d = 3+ blog2 s˜c, s˜ ≥ |s∗| + δs (3.1)
and then repeat the computations. 1+ blog2 s˜c is the exponent of the floating-point representation of the number s˜, and so|s| ≤ |s˜| < 2d−2. Therefore we can readily recover the sum s from s mod 2d, that is we can reduce the original summation
of the summands sj to the summation of their residues modulo 2d. The gain is the decrease of the values maxj |sj|, s+, and δs.
We repeat the process recursively until we obtain the sum s within the error bound δs < |s∗|/2. Then we can readily
yield as many correct output bits as we wish or even all bits of s (see Section 6).
The resulting summation algorithm still performs only floating-point operations except that it uses the real modular
reduction and (very rarely) accesses the exponent d in the floating-point binary representation of an upper estimate s˜ for
the absolute value of the current approximation to the sum s (cf. (3.1)). In the next sections we describe two distinct ways
for replacing modular reduction by floating-point operations.
Let us comment on accessing the exponents of floating-point numbers. This operation can actually be inexpensive.
The IEEE floating-point standard defines the function log b(x) to extract the significant and exponent of a floating-point
number. Floating-point units (FPUs) in Intel’s Pentiumprocessor family providehardware implementations of an instruction,
FXTRACT, offering a superset of the log b(x) functionality [16]. For double-precision floating-point numbers, the FPU of the
Pentium 4 processor can execute the FXTRACT instruction in 12 cycles [17] (almost three times as fast as the same FPU
handles division). Because FXTRACT is a floating-point instruction, the FPU can overlap the early cycles of FXTRACT with
late cycles of various other floating-point instructions when they immediately precede FXTRACT, thereby allowing further
speed up [17].
4. Dekker-like modular reduction
In this section we perform real modular reduction by adapting Dekker’s basic algorithm [5] for splitting a floating-point
number into two parts. We use the Matlab-like notation [18] and assume that g is an integer, 0 < g ≤ p.
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Algorithm 4.1 (Splitting of a Floating-Point Number into Two Parts [5]).
function[x, y] = Split(a)
c = fl(factor · a) = fl(2ga+ a) % factor = 2g + 1
x = fl(c − (c − a))
y = fl(a− x).
The numbers x and y have shorter precision and satisfy the equation a = x + y. Under the common assumption that
0 ≤ dp/2e − g ≤ 1, these are the half-precision numbers.
Nowwe present two simple algorithms that both extend Dekker’s algorithm to computing the residue y = a mod 2g and
the respective leading part x = a−y for a given binary number a and an integer g . The first algorithmworkswhere rounding
is performed by chopping off the extraneous trailing bits of the number. In the second algorithmwe assume rounding to the
nearest value. Correctness of both algorithms is readily verified.
Algorithm 4.2 (Binary mod (with chopping)).
function[x, y] = Split(a)
c = fl(factor · a) = fl(2ga− a) % factor = 2g − 1
x = fl((c + a)− c)
y = fl(a− x).
Algorithm 4.3 (Binary Mod (with Rounding to the Nearest Value)). First replace the input value a with a − σ2e−g , and then
apply Algorithm 4.1 or 4.2.
In Algorithm 4.3 wemust access σ , that is the sign of the input value a. Other than that, both of the latter algorithms only
use the same operations as Algorithm 4.1, that is multiplication by 2g and the floating-point additions/subtractions.
5. Alternative computation of the leading bit of the sum
In this section we approximate the sum of h summands sj, j = 1, . . . , h, strictly within the relative error 1/2. In the next
section we readily extend this to error-free computation of the sum. We still periodically (and rarely) access the exponent
d of Eq. (3.1), but now we avoid using modular reduction.
The input of our next algorithm includes a black box subroutine FLOAT·SUM, which uses only floating-point operations
to compute the sum of i numbers t1, . . . , ti and an output error bound δt = ct+ for t+ = |t1| + · · · + |ti|,  = 2p+1, and a
constant c < 2.
Algorithm 5.1 (Computation of the Leading Bit of a Sum).
Input: A positive integer h, a sufficiently large precision 1+ p (cf. Remark 5.1), floating-point binary numbers si = σi2ei fi
for i = 1, . . ., h, and a black box subroutine FLOAT·SUM.
Output: a floating-point number s and a positive δs such that
|s− (s1 + · · · + sh)| ≤ δs, (5.1)
δs ≤ |s|/2. (5.2)
Computations:
1. Apply the Subroutine FLOAT·SUM to compute the values s∗ and s∗+ where s∗ approximates the sum s =
s1 + · · · + sh and s∗+ closely approximates the sum |s1| + · · · + |sh| from above. Also compute the values
δs = cs∗+, satisfying (5.1), and s˜ closely approximating the value |s| + δs from above.
2. If bound (5.2) holds, output the values s and δs and stop. Otherwise compute the integer d defined by Eq. (3.1).
3. Apply Dekker’s Algorithm 4.1 for a = sj and g = p+ 1− (ej − d) to obtain the leading part xj of the summand
sj and its trailing part yj such that sj = xj + yj for j = 1, . . . , h.
4. Apply the Subroutine FLOAT·SUM to compute a binary number x approximating the sum∑hj=1 xj.Write sj ← yj,
j = 1, . . . , h, sh+1 ← x, and h← h+ 1.
5. Go to Stage 1.
Remark 5.1. How large precision 1+p dowe need to support our algorithm?Write emax to denote themaximum exponent
of the input summands sj and esum to denote the exponent of the sum s1 + · · · + sh. Then it is sufficient to have
1+ p > log2(h+ v) (5.3)
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for a positive parameter v = (emax−esum)/k and any k ≥ p−log2 h, but in factwe only need theweaker boundwith the value
h+ v replaced by the maximum number of terms in the auxiliary sums x+∑j yj computed by the Subroutine FLOAT·SUM.
h + v is an upper estimate for this number and tends to be an overestimate because many leading bits of maxi |si| tend to
be cancelled in the summation of the terms s1, . . . , sh.
To prove correctness of the algorithm, we first show that the sum x1 + · · · + xh is computed error-free at Stage 4. The
rounding error δx = |x−(x1+· · ·+xh)| is zero if it is less than2d−1 because the floating-point sum x and the summands xj have
no bits for representing the powers 2j for j < d. We have δx ≤ cx+, x+ = |x1|+· · ·+|xh| ≤ s++|y1|+· · ·+|yh| ≤ s++h2d,
cs∗+ = δs ≤ s˜ ≤ 2d−2 (cf. (3.1)), so that cs+ < 1.5 ∗ 2d−2 because |s∗+/s+ − 1| ≤ c  1/2. Furthermore, ch2d < 2d−3
(substitute  = 2p+1 and c < 2 into bound (5.3)). Therefore δx = cx+ < 2d−1.
Next we estimate the sum s+(1) = |x| +∑hj=1 |yj| and the summation error δs(1) = cs+(1) at Stage 4 and compare
them with the respective values s+ and δs = cs+ at Stage 1. Recall that |yj| < 2d−1 provided at Stage 3 we apply rounding
to the nearest value, whereas |yj| ≤ 2d if rounding is by chopping off the trailing bits below the level 2d. In both cases we
have |∑hj=1 yj| < h2d, whereas |x +∑hj=1 yj| < 2d. Therefore, |x| < (h + 1)2d, s(1)+ = |x| +∑hj=1 |yj| < (2h + 1)2d. The
summation error at Stage 4 is less than (2h+ 1)c2d.
It follows that upper estimates for both the sum of the absolute values of the summands and the rounding error of the
summation decrease by the factor of 2k, for k ≥ p− log2 h, versus the respective estimates at Stage 1.
As soon as themaximumabsolute value of the summands decreases below the level of |s|/(2c), the summation produces
the sum within the error bound δs satisfying (5.2). Therefore, in at most v = (emax − esum)/k loops, the algorithm satisfies
bound (5.2).
Remark 5.2. We have devised and analyzed Algorithm 5.1 that works under both policies of rounding to the nearest value
and of chopping of the extraneous bits beyond the allowed precision. If we specialize the algorithm to the policy of chopping,
then we have ex = 0 wherever ex < 2d (rather than wherever ex < 2d−1) and furthermore x+ = s+ (rather than
x+ ≤ s+ + h2d). Therefore, in this case we can decrease the exponent d by two. If we adopt the policy of rounding to
the nearest value, we cannot decrease the exponent d like that, but we have |yj| < 2d−1, and so s(1)+ < (h + 2)2d−1 rather
than s(1)+ < (2h+ 1)2d.
6. Extension to the error-free summation
Suppose we know an approximation s∗ to the sum s with a relative error less than 1/2. Then with a rather routine
technique we can readily extend our algorithms to computing the sum swith any desired precision, still staying essentially
with floating-point operations. For completeness, let us specify this for Algorithm 5.1.
First compute the exponent d of (3.1) for s˜ = 1.5|s∗|, apply Stages 3 and 4 of the algorithm once again, and obtain the
summands x and yj such that |x| < (h+ 1)2d and |yj| < 2d for all j.
Now floating-point summation of these updated summands outputs a new approximation s∗ to the original sum swithin
a relative error bound β0 and the absolute error bound β˜0 = β0|s|. Due to the error bound δt = ct+ for the Subroutine
FLOAT·SUM for j = h, we obtain that log2 β0 = −p+ log2 h+ O(1).
If the values β˜0 and β0 are not small enough, we write sh+1 ← −s∗ and h ← h + 1 for the current approximation
s∗ to the sum s1 + · · · + sh and the current summands s1, . . . , sh and reapply our algorithm to approximate the value
β˜0 = s1 + · · · + sh + sh+1 of the error of this approximation.
By continuing this process recursively, in u loops we obtain approximations s+ β˜0+ β˜1+· · ·+ β˜u to the sum s1+· · ·+ sh
within relative errors of less than 2(−p+log2(h+u)+O(1))u for u = 0, 1, . . .. Here h + u is an upper estimate for the number of
summands in the sum in u loops of the algorithm. Then again, we expect this to be an overestimate. Although each loop can
increase the number of the summands by one, this number decreases when the trailing terms yj vanish in the summation
process. If we seek the sum with b correct bits, we need u + v + O(1) loops for v defined at the end of Section 5 and
u = b/p+ O(1). This means error-free sum if it is represented with at most b bits.
7. Estimating arithmetic cost and saving memory space
Each loop of Algorithm 5.1 uses h′ − 1 additions to compute each of the sums s∗, s∗+, and x at Stages 1 and 4 and uses
3h′ or so additions to split h′ terms sj at Stage 3, where h′ is at most h + u + v for u and v defined in the previous section.
If we ignore the cost of computing u + v + O(1) exponents d, the summation based on Algorithm 5.1 has the overall cost
6(h+ u+ v+ O(1))(u+ v+ O(1)). We can avoid computing the sum s∗+ if we stop the computations where the computed
sum s∗ stabilizes to a nonzero value. By shifting to the algorithm in Section 4we can also avoid computing the sum x. Overall
we would need just 4(h+ u+ v + O(1))(u+ v + O(1)) additions.
We can yield further acceleration if, instead of customary floating-point summation, we apply the more advanced
Algorithm 4.4 in [4] at Stages 1 and 4. This algorithm yields the bound |s∗ − s| = δs ≤ 2−p−1s∗ + γ 2h−1s∗+ instead of bound
(2.1). As the result, the maximum absolute value of a summand decreases by the factor of 2k(+) per loop of the algorithm
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where k(+) ≥ 2p − log2 h − O(1). This ensures twice as rapid gain in the precision of the approximation and thus saves
about 50% of the operations involved.
In some cases, particularly if we reduce a sequence of additions and multiplications to summation, the summands can
become too numerous to store. Then one can perform summation in stages. If the overall sum nearly vanishes, our heuristic
recipe is to sum at first all terms sj whose absolute values exceed θs∗+ where s∗+ = fl(
∑h
j=1 |sj|) and θ < 1 is a fixed fraction,
e.g., 1/2. We can expect (although with no insurance) that the sum of these selected terms also nearly vanishes, in which
case its computation is simplified.
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